Martian Geometry 1

Ht5

Hypothesis
This long ridge may be a tube, it connects into many craters here along A and B. Some of
the hills are also unusual, they may be hollow hills. Mathematicians might consider how
a parabola would be formed efficiently on such a large scale, engineers on how a long
hollow structure could be created. Sociologists might consider how these craters would
have been used, to get water for possible farming, drinking, raising fish, etc. Biologists
can regard this as a clue to the ecosystem, that water may have come from a water table,
from rain, etc.

Ht5a

Hypothesis
This shows how part of the formation is close to a perfect parabola, the right curve at B is
also close to a parabola. Mathematicians might investigate the other parts of this
formation, whether there is a way to create them on a large scale like this.

Hhh12

Hypothesis

This hill shows clearer signs of patching, A indicates a darker external wall and a center
that has either settled or is designed this way. In between there is a groove that is even in
depth and width rather than randomly changing. This may have occurred by design or
from the center settling. B shows a lip running around the edge of this interior hollow, it
is also even in size and width. C shows a cleared area around the hill as if the material
was used from here, or it was maintained to be cleaner. For example it may have been
used for crops. Horticulturalists might consider whether some cleared areas could have
been used for crops. D shows a ridge like part of an interior support.

Hhh14

Hypothesis

This hill also appears to have been altered. A shows a wall on the upper side which is
fairly regular. B shows a pale section which make have lost an outer skin, accounting for
the change in shade. It may also be a patch. C may be an area that is settling, there
appears to be tubes on the surface which may be a lip around a patch. The area is quite
chaotic as it if had been patched many times. D shows another patch like shape like a
parallelogram. It has a pale groove going off it to the left all the way to the edge of the
hill. E shows a dark area at 9 o’clock, at 8 and 10 o’clock there is a step between the higher
outer area and this section. The step at 10 o’clock appears to continue to the left to the line
from B. This lines between the shades give the impression of patches or a deliberate
design. This also has a cleared area around it, another possibility is dust storms might
threaten to bury some hills and so the ground around them was cleared regularly.

Hhh18

Hypothesis

A shows a line narrow pale area, it may be a patch or a collapsed cavity. B is a similar
stripe. C shows an irregular dark shape above the pale material, it is however only
around the hills not further out. So a sandstorm could not do this without covering the
area above A,B, and C. D shows 4 more possible patches, E is all dark on one side and F
shows another long cavity. G shows a dark hill above the same kind of pale material, this
would not have eroded from the hills because they are not big enough.

Hhh18

Hypothesis
A shows a line narrow pale area, it may be a patch or a collapsed cavity. B is a similar
stripe. C shows an irregular dark shape above the pale material, it is however only
around the hills not further out. So a sandstorm could not do this without covering the
area above A,B, and C. D shows 4 more possible patches, E is all dark on one side and F
shows another long cavity. G shows a dark hill above the same kind of pale material, this
would not have eroded from the hills because they are not big enough.

Hhh19

Hypothesis
This shows possible roads leading between hollow hills, it is logical that there would be
movement between them. Sociologists and perhaps anthropologists may examine these
routes to understand their use. It might for example be trade on the longer roads,
movement to and from crops, etc. Some hills may be more important as communal
meeting places, have government functions, house animals, be markets, etc. A shows
something has worn the surface down to paler material, it looks like many lanes of a
freeway. It may then indicate a lot of traffic, forming separate roads to avoid congestion.
B shows a larger road shape going into smaller ones, it may also be the space between the
roads has eroded making it look larger. E shows a hollow hill that has collapsed, there is
a pale track from the roads at A and C to it. Roads appear in many routes to the right, a
larger one at D. C shows a more separate road, it may be crops were planted in this
direction.

Already the components of a possible civilization are starting to emerge. There are tubes
connecting craters for water, hollow hills for dwellings, and roads between them. These
represent a priori predictions, with more images the concepts of a civilization should be
repeated to be real.

Hp26d

Hypothesis
This hill shows signs of decay on its roof on the second section of A at 5 o’clock. B shows
a possible tube going up the side of the hill and inside it. Some appear to end at the edge
of hills at ground level, others seem to enter further up. A at 4 and 7 o’clock appear to
show another tube.

Hp50

Hypothesis
A shows a hollow hill with cracks or bands of darker material along its roof, perhaps in
the process of collapse into a pit like C. It as a crater on the roof which may have caused
the cracks. B shows possible patches on its roof and perhaps has collapsed on the left
side. There is a lighter area from A to around B, perhaps caused by traffic. D is another
pit, to its right is probably another collapsed hollow hill. E may be a very large hollow
hill with some interior supports showing, only the lower part appears to have some
elevation. F appears to have an interior support pointed at by the F line.

Hp51

Hypothesis
Many pits, probably former hollow hills are shown. A has a large interior support still
standing but the rest seems to have fallen into pits. C and F have some structure
remaining, H appears to be largely standing with a patch or cavity on its roof. It may be
some shapes lasted longer, like a more conventional rounded dome here. When the shape
becomes too elongated it may have points of weakness where it will crack first, bringing
down the rest. L is more rounded and has survived, as well as parts of O. Engineers could
consider how to model this terrain, then construct dome shapes on these pits. This may
give insights into which would have been more stable. There are few interior supports
here which may have caused the problems, however these may well have collapsed after
the atmosphere had frozen.

Hp52

Hypothesis
So many hollow hills have collapsed here, it is on the eastern edge of the Hecates area
nearer the ancient ocean. A tsunami from a meteor impact may have caused this. B and C
show interior supports, A may have faint signs of one. E seems to have 4 interior
supports but still collapsed, with no debris it may have been washed away. H and I may
have had an interior support, J up to 6. Sociologists might consider why some hollow
hills were much bigger than others, whether this was for the creatures to gather in or
because some were wealthier. Often there are very large hills with settled sections on the
roofs, then there are smaller hills around them.

Hp53

Hypothesis
Many more pits here, to the left of the A line there appears to be an entrance. B and C are
somewhat heart shaped which is a recurring motif with these pits. H shows an intact
hollow hill that seems to reach out and join to a crater, called a hilled crater here. This
may have been to use the water in the hill, perhaps there were tunnels directly into the
side of the crater. It is also problematic for geologists, a crater is supposed to impact
randomly. This hill could not have known to be exactly in this position, as if it is catching
a ball in a mitt. Also the crater is flattened on the hill side like it has been rebuilt there.

Hp57

Hypothesis
A has a sharper point than most pits, the narrow pale area may have been an entrance. C
is also built up more on the lower side. Some of the pale mounds in this area might be
small habitats.

Hp65

Hypothesis
A has a straight edge on its left side, the right side of it seems to be full of material
perhaps from the collapsed roof. C has much thicker walls so this is more of a cavity than
a pit. D shows a walled hill on the lower side and a pit above it. F shows a pit with a tube
going into the walled hill, also called a tubed hill here, it has a similar flat roof to D. It
may have been part of E as one large hill.

Hp68

Hypothesis
A appears to show the interior supports sticking through the settled roof, as if ready to
collapse. D looks like a very artificial pit with straight walls, though it may have had a
dome for a roof, it also seems to be connected to C. There also seems to be a connection to
the crater E. The mottled surface is also seen in many areas, it appears in some cases like
many corridors are going through it. This may have been a construction technique to
make much wider habitats by using many more interior supports.

Hhh87a

Hypothesis
This shape would appear to be natural, but it closely follows a parabola as in many other
areas.

Hhh87a2

Hypothesis
Here is a parabola superimposed on the ravine around this hill.

Ht89

Hypothesis
A shows a small hill with cracks and perhaps a patch on its roof. B shows a tube going
from the crater on the left to the collapsed hill in the middle. Then it continues on to C
with a pale spot at 10 o’clock like a collapsed hollow hill. At 12 o’clock and 2 o’clock C
shows a tube like shape that expands to two other collapsed hills at D. The whole area
under B and C may be a large low hollow hill, there is a mottled appearance perhaps
from collapses.

Ht89a

Hypothesis
A parabola is shown.

Hhh97

Hypothesis
A and B show a thick wall that extends upwards to the next hill, partially like a tube. A
also points at a settled cavity on the roof surface. There is a mottled skin here exposing a
smooth core as in Hhh95, perhaps the same construction technique. There may have been
a smooth skin like cement over this that was peeled off. C shows a walled hill with the
concave roof perhaps settled. D shows a smaller hollow hill perhaps patched.

Hhh98

Hypothesis
A is a walled hill with a concave roof, this also has bands of darker material. The crater
there does not appear to have collapsed it. B shows this is connected to C by a tubed hill,
in this case tubes come out of both sides to connect the outermost hills. C has possible
patches on its roof and skin on its left which may have originally covered the hill. D
shows a larger tube going down to a crater, this merges with many smaller tubed ravines.
They can be seen by their lighter left side like with the hills showing they are not ravines.
E shows a possible tube on the side of the hilled crater F at 11 o’clock. At 9 o’clock the hill
may have a cavity or a large crater on its roof. G shows a peeled skin on the hill. Hi, I, and
J show a tubed hill connected to a tubed pit. H is very angular and artificial looking.

Hhh99

Hypothesis
A shows a mottled appearance perhaps a collapsed section. B shows a hollow hill fading
down perhaps to a pad rather than a pit. C and D show a walled hill.

Hhht104

Hypothesis
A is a tubed hill connected by a tube to B, also to a decayed hollow hill at C. It also
connects to a decayed hilled crater at D The tube at F connects to another crater, E also
appears to be a tubed crater with the tube coming out of it down the image.

Hhht106

Hypothesis
A shows how this tube like hill connects to the hill at D. This also connects to E and to a
road at F going through the dark hill I to the road at K. I has 2 lines, the first shows a road
or tube coming out of J and the second line further on is a darker hill road with the road
K coming out of it. D has a collapsed section on the left, perhaps some patches on its roof.
E appears to have settled on the peak of its roof with some cracks, similar to a pingo. H
looks like a hollow hill with the skin peeled off except for its left side. The connection to
D is smooth like cement though very ancient, other materials appear to have collapsed or
disappeared. J appears to have missing ejecta perhaps to build the other hills. B has a skin
on the upper side on both hills, the left hill has a cavity probably as the hill collapses. C is
probably a collapsed hill, there may be another one between D and E. G shows a road or
tube between a small hill and a crater. L may be a large hollow hill.

Hhht128

Hypothesis
A appears to be a tube, B is an unusual hill with a straight flat section of roof. C appears
to have cavity shapes on its lower side and perhaps a dark patch on its upper side. D has
many cavity shapes as well, the crater may have collapsed part of the hill. Under where
the line comes from D there may be another crater that caused a collapse, there is a
circular arc to the cavity here. The right side of the crater appears to be missing so
perhaps it was repaired.

Hhht129

Hypothesis
A shows a small hill with a tube or road going down to the left, and perhaps a pad where
a hill was. It goes down to the right through another small hill, then a large hill then to B
at 2 o’clock. B at 4 o’clock shows a wide tube going to a collapsed hill to its left. C s a long
tube perhaps connected to two craters on its way to a collapsed section at D. E shows
many tubes like a mesh around small hills with a cavity on their roofs.

Hhht129a

Hypothesis
A parabola is shown.

Hhht130
A shows a partially collapsed hill, a tube comes out of it at B where it crosses a groove at
D. This may have been a small river that cut the tube, it appears unlikely because there
are no signs of pooling on one side before it broke through. It may also be a collapsed
tube or road shown by C. The tube goes to the right through E where it appears to have
collapsed, this may also be an interior support of a former hill. F shows a series of small
hills on a tube leading to a partially collapsed hill on the right with a dark patch on its
roof.

Hhht130a

Hypothesis
A parabola is shown.

Hhht132

Hypothesis
A appears to be a groove like a collapsed tube, it goes to a hill at E. B shows two hills with
craters on their roofs. These have not collapsed the hills or they were repaired to act as
dams. C at 8 o’clock shows a crater connected to one of the hills, C at 4 and 7 o’clock
shows two partially collapsed hills. D shows another collapsed hill. F shows two hills
connected be an extension of this groove, showing it cannot be a river. G shows a
partially collapsed hill, at 9 and 10 o’clock there is a dark area connecting the two hills. H
at 2 o’clock shows another partially collapsed hill.

Hhht134

Hypothesis
A shows a walled hill with a concave roof, there are the interior supports showing
through at B perhaps as the roof settled. C shows a section of the wall that is steep, with a
lip on the lower side down to the roof. Such a roof might itself have been a dam to collect
water, even to grow crops on it.

Hhht139

Hypothesis
A shows a road going into the walled hill, the pale concave roof looks very unnatural at
C. The walls as shown at B are very steep, the crater on the left again appears molded into
the hill with more roads coming out of it to the left. D connects to the walled hill with
roads, it also has some settled areas on its roof.

